Snoopy Pachyderms To Sell at Premium
Dr. Smith Starts Movement To Revive Association Of College Men

Committees Work On Three Plays

School Heads Elect Sayles New President

State's Y.M.C.A. Will Reorganize With New Plan

The Middle Atlantic region of the National Student Federation of America convention last week in New York City, John Davis, ’22, also at the convention, said that the Middle Atlantic region will add 15 delegates to the national convention and will assist the region in securing the national convention. The Middle Atlantic region, which includes the States of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Maryland, is divided into three regions: the Northeastern and the Mid-Atlantic region.

The convention of the Middle Atlantic region will be held in Atlantic City, New Jersey, and will be attended by 500 delegates from the States of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Maryland. The convention will be held on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, and will be followed by a banquet on Sunday night.

The convention will be held in Atlantic City, New Jersey, and will be attended by 500 delegates from the States of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Maryland. The convention will be held on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, and will be followed by a banquet on Sunday night.
The News Board

President Sayles

The election of John M. Sayles as president of the State College News is a credit to the students of the State College of New York at the annual Students' Union conference last week is not only a great personal honor, but one which should be a much-needed and publicized achievement.
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They're all ladies-men

Show

Princeton University Triangle Club members begged the audience to "Take It Away" when they presented their annual musical comedy. Here's a scene from the 1936 production.

Return

One-time friends, classmates and professors of Arlington Brugh declared a college holiday at Pomona College last month when Hollywood's No. 1 lady's man returned to his alma mater as Robert Taylor of the films. He's shown at the left trying to write in the books of each of the mob that fought to get near him.

T.C.L.A.C.A.

These are the initials of the "Two Can Live, As Cheaply Association" that University of Oregon student married couples have formed to promote the interests of their kind. Founders are (l to r) Reinhart Knudsen, Mrs. Knudsen, Mrs. Howard Kessler and Mr. Kessler.

Battle

When Manhattan College basketeers defeated Brooklyn College, 31 to 22, fast action was featured in almost every minute of the game. Here are Capt. Jack McGuirk of Manhattan and Rosenblum of Brooklyn fighting under the Manhattan cage.

This is world's first verse-speaking choir

New Art

Important among the concert arts developed at U.S. colleges and universities is that of the verse-speaking choir developed at Mundelein College (Chicago) during the three years following first experiments there in 1935. It has gained nation-wide acclaim since that time, and is heard regularly on the airwaves.
NEW HIT ON THE RADIO!

"Jack Oakie's College"

It's a riot—it's unbelievable—it's Oakie at his best!

Also BENNY GOODMAN'S "Swing" Band,
GEORGE STOLL'S Concert Orchestra,
Hollywood comedians, and singing stars
—and—special talent from the colleges
every Tuesday night!

H ARVARD college life, just as it is, but
as it ought to be, according to
Jack Oakie! Imagine Jack Oakie run-
ing a college. Think what would
happen—and tune in on this notable
weekly show. A sparkling full-hour show that
you won't want to miss.

Every Tuesday night
9:00 E.S.T., 8:00 C.S.T., 7:00 M.S.T., 6:00 P.S.T. WABC—
CBS Network: Jack Oakie, Benny Goodman, George Stoll—
Hollywood comedians and singing stars. Special college talent every week.

All offered for your entertainment by

CAMELS

Made from finer, more expensive tobaccos—Turkish and domestic—than any other popular brand.
The lecture goes on here... And小麦 is over the city and state listen to Prof. J. Ladd's lectures on the "History and Ethics of Journalism." His is one of five regular courses broadcast by WSUI direct from University of Iowa classrooms.

May students all over the city and state listen to Prof. F. J. Lazell's lectures in this association college as an honor, but he's one of the most important influences for them.

For the greatest comfort, Ethel Grassfield and Margie Fastenow prefer the comfortable chairs of the Iowa Memorial Union to hard classroom seats.

More than that number were in the procession which wound through the University campus in the academic ceremony celebrating Emory's fiftieth anniversary.

Field in Philadelphia, where men have in­

Boys Meet Girls: For this team it is a new way of making side comments. These students relax while their professor stands before a microphone blocks away. Bill McCollister takes notes for his group, while Harold Macke and Jack Waters take it easy. They beat in the way of the pipe, Harold Rasney.

Ethel Grassfield and Margie Fastenow prefer the comfortable chairs of the Iowa Memorial Union to hard classroom seats.
Exercise makes beef meat more tender

F Syn^ riment W

University of Illinois

Agricultural scientists have proven, after extensive tests, that when cattle are exercised, the meat from them is more tender. Above are two of the cattle used in the tests and the treadmill apparatus on which they were forced to exercise.

"No, no, a thousand times no!" says College President Oafye

Because he absorbed a lot of "College Rhythm" when he played in a picture of the same name, Cinemactor Jack Oakie, tough guy and no-man, is the college president on a new college Caravan program aired on CBS on Tuesdays. He will be surrounded with numerous young comedians and two "name" bands.

Speech

When home ball's Drury Dunn addressed a crowd of University of Florida students.

"The only thing I can say is the full meaning of the show's worth is value.

This is an example of the way to do things..."

Here's a scenic vibe act

Charmer. Jim Demarco, University of Southern California rep, holds a baby has conversation during the illustrated lecture to girls at Los Angeles Junior College.

Experiments make beef meat more tender

"No, no, a thousand times no!" says College President Oafye

M.C.

Because he absorbed a lot of "College Rhythm" when he played in a picture of the same name, Cinemactor Jack Oakie, tough guy and no-man, is the college president on a new college Caravan program aired on Tuesdays. He will be surrounded with numerous young comedians and two "name" bands.

Only Spanish exchange student in U.S. today

Lucky Bore. Major Jose Gonzalez has a few days to be a student in your school. He will be surrounded by numerous students and two "name" bands.

Campus charm attraction

Original. The propaganda song produced from Joe Fontana's ambitious program was a great success. It was heard over all the college's public address system and was highly enjoyed by the students.
**Surgeon**

Jim "Feedo" Bailey, star Westminster College football player, is earning his way through college by curing the sick and ailing trees on the campus of his alma mater, a job at which he is an expert.

**Peacemakers**

Temple University has recently organized a committee that settles all disputes concerning controversial organizations in the social, political and economic fields. Sociology Professor J. Stewart Burgess (left) is chairman of the group that is making much headway in peacefully ending all organization disputes on Temple's metropolitan campus.

**Farce**

And that's what Cornell University students think of a state legislator's investigation of "communist" activities on their campus. Here's part of the mock communist group that burned the freshman "bible" that contained the "damaging" evidence.

**Lettermen**

Above are the eleven lettermen that form the backbone of the famous Dartmouth College ski team. (L to R) Tom Chamberlin, Dick Durrance, Jack Durrance, Steve Bradley, Dave Bradley, Howard Chivers, Coach Walter Prager, Ted Hunter, Ed Meservey, Capt. Warren Chivers, Meservey, John Litchfield.

**Scientists**

Great Britain and Germany join hands in the chemical research laboratories of Brown University. C. C. Schmelzler of Jena University, Germany, and Edward G. Taylor, of the University College of Swansea, Wales, are working together on electrolytes in solution.
Cagers Seek First Win
In Two Vermont Games
Varsity Quint to Meet Strong St. Michael’s Team at Winooski
Norwich at Northfield During Weekend Tour

Canute’s Corner
Glancing Back
Garing Ahead
Tumblers Tumble
C. N. M.

The four top scorers have not yet to register a win in three games. These remain scheduled, however, for the weekend’s busy program. Meet the list of potential victors on the Vermont Mountain homes, St. Michael’s and Norwich.

St. Mike’s must have something to show as the conference prelude to its Monday night visit to Manhattan, dealing a dose of WNYU, was held until the final quarter of the first half and had a lead on its hands the entire game. We don’t know exactly what kind of weather has been like, but we have been able to see well enough to make a respectful determination to win.

Next on the list of things to do for the snap squad comes the meeting with Pratt. This is what many of us consider the most important game, a night game, and a weekend game all rolled into one. The three previous games have each fallen in one of these respects. To hardcore fans last season, we predicted that Pratt entered 42-22 victory over us last season, that we could dig up the game were the context was played in New York, and that the handshakes were glass.

Still thrilling the schedule out, new is the series with the University of Vermont. January 27 closely preceded by an enemies’ triumph, with a loss at home by a narrow margin. Nightingale dropped a 24-21 decision to Umpire early in the season, but this season Umpire triumphed what is supposedly the best UVM team off to date. St. Michael’s defeated both by small margins, by 71-115 in the first and 57-114 in the second. The latter game was held at Pratt. A shift in the lineup for the first half and an extended period allowed the visitors to dominate the Maine team. The team’s first real contact with the semester promised to be a close match when the two closely contested games.

State College

State College’s court aggregation went north and south into the silver states this weekend for a fare of games with frontier competition. Friday night at Winooski, at a place called St. Michael’s, Urbanites will find themselves at the mercy of the ordnance and endeavor to add a fine record. From Winooski the team moves northward along the rail to the Northerners of Saturday afternoon.

The Hartford button team has yet to hit its stride. Three games have been played and numerous were held without a victory being awarded. RPI, Western State, and Brooklyn Polyomed have become victims by the night, six and eight point margins respectively. Only in the first eighteen minutes of the Brooklyn Poly game did the team show what it hoped upon its ten colors. Almost 20-16 and 21-14 at about the time, they lagged behind to be Brooklyn outdistanced them by seventeen points during the rest of the game.

St. Michael’s lists a sophomore team to meet tonight and feeling that the basketball is entirely the reason, this team has not quite been defended them from some few hard earned points. But this year St. Michael’s have a similar breeding who was handed off by a victory over St. Catharine of 99-34. In this contest, the Vermont team outscored the Ball state affair, winning twenty-four points.

No lift without, however, have given us a 38-11 lead on Providence Normal. Last season, we handed them a 54-16 victory over them, but tonight we didn’t play the game to the fullest. Perhaps this same college did place 1-14-1 on the timetables of Saturday’s game.

There is the slight likelihood for a continuation of our upward and downward movement which sweep the visitors completely off their feet. The Hartford aggregation kept up the withstand throughout the game and the lightly tested Brooklyn cagers found them selves on the short end of a 22-25 count at half time. However, in the first quarter the visitors opened up a similar passing and shooting attack, which on a previous night had given them a ten point swing over RPI, and enabled State to advantage ahead, to show the return in a demoralizing.

With eight minutes of play remaining, the visitors, led by George and two others, stepped out in front to take advantage of the situation held to the final minutes winding.

State College

Brooklyn Poly Triumphs 35-20
In Pre-Holiday Attraction

St. Mike’s and field basketballs dropped its third straight loss as in the molding to the 20-16 and 21-14 contest, the Brooklyn Poly quintet netted a third-fifth 35-20 victory from them in the final minute of play. This game chalked up the Brooklyn Poly’s fourth victory against two losses.

State started the favors early in the initial half and continued their tailing by opening up a comeback movement which swept the visitors completely off their feet. The Hartford aggregation kept up the withstand throughout the game and the lightly tested Brooklyn cagers found them selves on the short end of a 22-25 count at half time. However, in the first quarter the visitors opened up a similar passing and shooting attack, which on a previous night had given them a ten point swing over RPI, and enabled State to advantage ahead, to show the return in a demoralizing.

With eight minutes of play remaining, the visitors, led by George and two others, stepped out in front to take advantage of the situation held to the final minutes winding.

The larger portion of State’s title losses are gathered in by the attractions of basketball. Up to Tuesday night’s game, the visitors were in the lead with a clean record of two games won, none lost. The sophs faced next, with two won, one lost; followed by the gents and the juniors, with two tied. The sophomores won their two hard earned victories, and the freshmen have been out of the picture since.

Would-be foes will face the same team by seven hard earned points this week. The weather has been too much like spring to even mention shading and shifting.

M.A.A. Will Expand Intramural Program

State Street Drops

Third Court Tilt

Brooklyn Poly Triumphs 35-20
In Pre-Holiday Attraction

W. A. Free Will Address Assembly Today

Winter Season

Foul Shooting

H. P. C.

Starting off the new year with a week-end at Camp Johnson, . . . looking the weather men against with a little snow . . . bring your alms, snowshoes, toboggans, and what-have-you. A week-end visit to a toboggan and ski poles for general use. We’ll see if the snow melts. Also don’t forget us if you are going Washington Park hills with some of the Ameres’ butter.

Camping excursions are entertained every Thursday and Tuesday at 3:30 a.m. in the gym. Anyone interested in coming teams is invited to attend.

Freshmen Babblers
To Meet Heatley Five

To meet Heatley Five

The heat led a highly successful season so far and expects to finish it in full swinging. It is bow well qualified to meet the five friends of the coming year.

The freshmen will endeavor to start their way into the victory columns. The present actual of two losses and one win is no fair indication of the part of the season. The sight’s game will present an opportunity to close out the from whence have been in evidence and drilled against by Coach Tony Harrison.

Rienow To Address Club

Professor Robert Rienow of the government department will address the political Science Club on Wednesday at 4 o’clock in the gym. His subject will be “Neutrality and the Buenos Aires Lock in the Frieze.”

Lutherans To Meet

The Lutheran club will conduct a supper meeting Wednesday at 5:30 o’clock in the Friendship house.

Whitney’s

The Department Store of Albany That Is Ever Anxious to Be of Service—Meeting the Merchandise Demands of the College Woman.


Boulevard Cafeteria
and Grill

138-192 CENTRAL AVENUE
ALBANY, N. Y.

EAT AT JOHN’S LUNCH
Delicious Sandwiches and Sandwiches
Boulevard Cafeteria
9 P.M. -11 P.M.
Opp. the High School

WILL ADDRESS ASSEMBLY TODAY

STATE COLLEGE NEWS, JANUARY 8, 1937

G.A.A. Will Sponsor
Week-end Outing

The G.A.A.’s Athletics reunion will sponsor an outing at Camp Johnson, near Keeseville. Mark Hallock, 727, is chairman of the committee.

A fun will feature this afternoon from the Western Avenue train station, a trip to the Albany Ski Club with a ski pole ride through the snowy hills. At the station, at least three times per second, a snowboard ride will be made with the dates of the Albany gams.
Pretzel, Original Humor Magazine of State College Abdictates Under Pressure of Readers' Wrath

Even before the day of the State College Line, students of State college were funny. So in May of 1934, three students pooled their wit and finance and published a humor magazine, The Pretzel, which was, in their own words, "a college humor magazine published whenever we feel funny.

This maiden issue with its bright purple and gold cover, sold for two cents a copy and began to send its way to the various students willing to part with a dime.

The magazine contained some very funny stories which were funny-humorous, so to speak. One clever idea was an alleged reproduction of the first page of the State College Banner. The biggest headline spread over the top of the center columns read as follows:

PART OF AUTO TIME FOUND IN MEAT LOAF

A sidelight under that read: "Another instance of the automobile replacing the horse." The story went on to explain how the car, in its peculiar piece of the into the most hilarious form at that time.

Another big story had its headline the following:

MAN SLEEPS ON PSI GAMMA PORCH

Cheery Aircraft Offer Ambrose Harrigan of Fifth Precinct

It seems that this Officer Ambrose Harrigan of the Fifth Precinct was stirring in the early morning when he thought he heard a dog growling. Upon investigation he found that the sounds emitted from some neighbor's yard and when he thought he heard a dog growling. Upon investigation he found that the sounds emitted from a neighbor's yard seemed to incorporate this particular piece of the into the most hilarious form at that time.
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